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It is now more than 40 years since Evans and Long first demonstrated the growth-promoting activity of crude extracts prepared from the anterior pituitary. Since then the hormone responsible has been extracted from the pituitary glands and purified. It has been shown to be a polypeptide and important differences have been demonstrated between growth hormones from different species. Bovine growth hormone, in particular, has been studied intensively, and its physicochemical properties (Ketterer, Randle and Young, 1957) and amino-acid composition (Franklin, Li and Dunn, 1947) have been determined. Modern methods of cyto-chemistry have supported previous circumstantial evidence that, in normal glands, the eosinophil cells of the anterior pituitary are the site of origin of the hormone (Pearse, 1952); and, more recently, the fluorescence of these cells when exposed to an antiserum to growth hormone conjugated with fluorescein, has again confirmed them to be the source of the hormone (Leznoff, Fishman, Goodfriend, McGarry, Beck and Rose, 1960). Russfield, Reiner and Klaus (1956), however, have reported that the predominant cells of the pituitaries from seven acromegalic patients were not eosinophils, but were cells which were only sparsely granular and stained weakly with periodic-acid Schiff (amphophil cells); these cells were presumably secreting growth hormone.

A variety of techniques have been described for extracting the hormone from the pituitary, and as much as 2.7 mg. to 5.6 mg. has been estimated to be obtained from a single human pituitary (Gemzell and Li, 1959). The hormone is fortunately relatively stable, and can be extracted from pituitary glands which have been stored for months either in acetone or frozen. It has been stated that as much growth hormone can be obtained from adult pituitaries as from those of the young (Gershberg, 1957).

The hormone has widespread metabolic effects, and has an important part to play in the homeostasis of the body's internal environment. It is the purpose of this article to describe briefly the actions of growth hormone on the metabolism of protein, fat and carbohydrate, and then to describe its effects in man and its possible pathological roles. For more complete descriptions of its metabolic effects the reader is referred to reviews by Knobil and Hotchkiss (1964), Korner (1961a) and Ketterer and others (1957), and for its action in man to the article by Raben (1962).

Effect on Protein Metabolism

Lee and Schaffer (1934) performed carcass analyses on rats injected with anterior pituitary extract, and showed them to have higher protein and lower fat contents than did the control animals; conversely Lee and Ayres (1936) showed that hypophysectomised rats on a limited food intake lost more protein and less fat than did control animals on the same diet. It thus appeared that secretions from the pituitary had a "protein sparing" action, and when pure growth hormone became available it was soon shown that it produced nitrogen retention with a marked reduction in urine nitrogen (Bennett, Li and Laundrie, 1948). An important feature of this effect of growth hormone is that it appears to be dependent upon the presence of insulin. Milman, DeMoor and Lukens (1951) showed that growth hormone had no effect on the nitrogen balance of cats which had been pancreatectomised, a small effect if the cats were kept on maintenance doses of insulin, and a normal effect if the dose of insulin was increased during the period of growth hormone administration. Variation of insulin dosage by itself did not alter the nitrogen excretion.

The exact method whereby growth hormone induces nitrogen retention remains uncertain; there is strong evidence for an effect in stimulating protein synthesis, and it may also have an effect in inhibiting protein catabolism. Manchester and Young (1959) have shown that growth hormone added in vitro will stimulate the uptake of radioactive glycine by isolated diaphragm muscle from hypophysectomised rats, and that this is unaffected by the addition
of anti-insulin in serum, which will inhibit stimulation produced by insulin. Korner (1961b) in some interesting experiments with cell-free systems, has shown that growth hormone will increase the incorporation of radioactive amino-acids into the ribonucleoprotein microsomal particles of rat liver; these microsomal particles are a site of protein synthesis within the cell.

Effect on Fat Metabolism
The results of the studies on carcass analyses already mentioned indicated that growth hormone encourages the breakdown of fats within the body, and subsequent work has confirmed this view. Growth hormone will produce a rise of the blood ketone bodies, an increase in the liver fat content, and a fall in the respiratory quotient of the whole animal and of isolated tissues (Greenbaum and McLean, 1953a; Greenbaum, 1953). These, and other experiments, suggested that growth hormone acts by stimulating the utilisation of fats by the liver and peripheral tissues (Greenbaum and McLean, 1953b). However, some subsequent work has failed to support this view. Thus, Franklin and Knobil (1961) studied the oxidation of 14C-labelled fatty acids in the rat, and were unable to detect any acceleration after the administration of growth hormone. There is considerable evidence that growth hormone will depress the formation of fats. Welt and Wilhelmi (1950) found that treatment with growth hormone depressed the incorporation of deuterium-labelled water into carcass and liver fats of rats. Goodman (1963) found that the fat content of omental and epididymal fat of hypophysectomised rats was decreased by treatment with growth hormone, and the in vitro synthesis of fat by adipose tissue was diminished. He suggested that the effects of growth hormone on the respiratory quotient and blood ketone bodies mentioned above, could be the result of depressed fat synthesis rather than increased fat oxidation.

Raben and Hollenberg (1959) have shown that growth hormone produces a marked increase in the level of non-esterified fatty acids (NEFA) in the plasma. The NEFAs are liberated from the fat depots and are metabolised further both by the liver and the peripheral tissues; an indication of their rate of utilisation can be obtained from the fact that the half-life of their rate of disappearance from plasma has been estimated as two minutes (Havel and Fredrickson, 1956). Some aspects of their metabolism are reviewed by Fredrickson and Gordon (1958). Raben (1959) has commented upon the very small dose of growth hormone which is required to produce a rise in the plasma NEFA level, suggesting the physiological importance of this action of growth hormone.

Effect on Carbohydrate Metabolism
Houssay showed that the pituitary has an effect on carbohydrate metabolism when he showed that hypophysectomy would ameliorate diabetes in the dog; in 1949, Cotes, Reid and Young showed that purified bovine growth hormone was diabetogenic in intact adult cats. Hypophysectomised animals are unduly sensitive to insulin, and de Bodo, Kurtz, Ancowitz and Kiang (1950) were able to restore the insulin sensitivity of hypophysectomised dogs to normal with growth hormone. With more prolonged therapy the dogs became insulin-resistant and ultimately diabetic.

Young (1945) has emphasised the importance of the response of the beta cells of the islets of Langerhans in determining the effect of injections of growth hormone. It has already been mentioned that the simultaneous secretion of insulin seems essential for the nitrogen-retaining action of growth hormone. There is considerable evidence that growth hormone stimulates the secretion of insulin. Kinash, MacDougall, Evans, Bryans and Haist (1953) found an increase in islet weight after the administration of growth hormone, and rises of serum insulin-like activity have been demonstrated (Randle, 1956; Engel, Albertson, Fredericks and Lopez, 1958). In puppies and kittens growth hormone administration will stimulate growth, and the animals do not develop diabetes; Young has suggested that these young animals show this effect because they are able to increase their insulin secretion sufficiently. In adult dogs and cats growth hormone will produce a diabetic state during the period of administration (idiiohypophyseal diabetes), which may, if the hormone is given long enough, persist even after the injections have stopped (metahypophyseal diabetes). These animals may be unable to increase their insulin secretion adequately, and therefore become diabetic; if irreversible changes are produced in the islets the diabetes will be permanent. By avoiding hyperglycaemia during injections of pituitary extracts, Lukens and Dohen (1942) were able to prevent permanent diabetes; it would therefore appear that it is the persistent hyperglycaemia which is responsible for permanent damage to the islets. The mechanism whereby growth hormone stimulates insulin secretion is uncertain; it may be by
means of hyperglycaemia or it may represent a direct effect on the islets; the recent demonstration of a rise in pancreatic vein insulin after the infusion of ketone bodies into the pancreatic artery (Madison, Mebane, Ungar and Lochner, 1964) may also be important in this respect.

Administration of growth hormone has been shown by Park, Brown, Cornblath, Daughaday and Krah (1952) to have a biphasic effect on the glucose uptake of isolated rat diaphragm. Initially, the uptake is stimulated and subsequently it becomes depressed. The initial stimulation may be partly due to the increased insulin secretion, but also is due to a direct effect of growth hormone. Thus, Manchester and Young (1959) showed that growth hormone added in vitro, increased the glucose uptake by isolated rat diaphragm from hypophysectomised animals, and this effect was not inhibited by the addition of an antiserum to insulin. The subsequent period of depression of glucose uptake was not produced by growth hormone in vitro, and so presumably depended upon some transformation or metabolic effect of growth hormone in the body.

The way in which growth hormone depresses glucose uptake has been extensively studied. Colowick, Cori and Slein (1947) found that anterior pituitary extracts produced an inhibition of the enzyme hexokinase, which is concerned with the immediate phosphorylation of glucose, once it has passed the cell membrane, to glucose-6-phosphate, and that insulin reversed this inhibition. More recently Park, Morgan, Henderson, Regen, Cadenas and Post (1961) have studied the regulation of glucose intake in perfused rat heart preparations. The major rate-limiting steps for glucose uptake by muscle are its transport across the cell membrane and its subsequent phosphorylation. The major effect of insulin is the stimulation of transport across the membrane, and growth hormone was shown to have an effect in reducing the sensitivity of this transport system to insulin; growth hormone also caused depression of phosphorylation. In the normal animal, regulation of glucose uptake is provided by the balance between these and other hormones. The insulin sensitivity of the hypophysectomised animal would be understandable on the basis of the effect of insulin in stimulating glucose transport, in the absence of the normal restraining effect of growth hormone on transport and phosphorylation. Another mechanism for the effect of growth hormone on the insulin hypersensitivity of the hypophysectomised animal, was indicated by Altszuler, Steele, Dunn, Wall and de Bodo (1959), who used a $^{14}C$-labelled-glucose dilution technique, and found that growth hormone increased the rate of glucose flow into the plasma, presumably from the liver, in hypophysectomised dogs.

Williamson and Krebs (1961) found that acetoacetate decreased the oxidation of glucose by the isolated rat heart, both in the presence and absence of added insulin. Randle, Garland, Hales and Newsholme (1963), in a stimulating paper have shown that ketone bodies and fatty acids will depress the glucose uptake by isolated rat diaphragm and rat heart. They have suggested that this might provide the mechanism of some of the abnormalities of carbohydrate metabolism found not only after the administration of growth hormone, but also in diabetes, starvation and after the administration of glucocorticoids. Such a mechanism would explain the depression of glucose uptake by growth hormone when administered in vivo but not in vitro.

The Effect on Growth

Provision of an adequate diet is clearly essential for normal growth to occur. Greenbaum (1953) has shown that rats on a limited food intake, when given growth hormone, will show an initial growth spurt similar to rats on an unlimited diet also receiving growth hormone. The increased growth rate in the rats on a restricted diet, however, tailed off at a time which he found to coincide with the depletion of their fat stores by about 50 per cent. Protein is laid down in muscle with a considerable amount of water, and its caloric value has been estimated as 1 Cal./g. (Young, 1945); fat depots, on the other hand, are composed of almost pure fat with a caloric value of 9 Cal./g. Thus, it can be seen how an animal can gain weight even on a restricted food intake if fat is oxidised in preference to protein.

As was discussed in the section on protein metabolism, the simultaneous secretion of insulin seems essential for the nitrogen-retaining action of growth hormone; it is, therefore, important to consider whether insulin itself is responsible for the growth stimulation of growth hormone. Manchester, Randle and Young (1959) showed that growth hormone has the effect of reducing the stimulation of glucose uptake by insulin in the rat diaphragm, insulin thereby perhaps becoming more effective as regards nitrogen retention. Salter and Best (1953) succeeded in maintaining hypophysectomised rats on a long-acting insulin, thereby avoiding the effects of hypoglycaemia. They
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found that the insulin-treated animals gained weight; the majority of this weight gain being due to an increased fat content, but there was also a definite rise of body protein. Wagner and Scow (1959) have done similar experiments, and found that force-feeding of hypophysectomised rats produced very similar effects on the weight and body composition as did injections of insulin. In marked contrast was another group of rats treated with growth hormone in whom the excess tissue consisted largely of protein. They concluded that insulin has no specific effect upon growth, other than its effect in stimulating appetite.

The Extraction of Human Growth Hormone

Once growth hormone from animal sources had been identified and purified it was natural to investigate its activity in man. Though some metabolic changes with such preparations were described, the results were, on the whole, disappointing. Wilhelmi (1955) reported that growth hormone extracted from fish pituitaries was inactive in rats, though it was active in fish, and furthermore, bovine growth hormone was also active in fish. This drew attention to the possibility of the species specificity of human growth hormone (HGH) being responsible for the failure to obtain consistent effects with animal growth hormones in man. Li and Papkoff (1956) extracted and purified growth hormone from human pituitaries, and showed that it differed in many of its characteristics from bovine growth hormone. Thus, the molecular weight of HGH was estimated as 25,400 and that of bovine growth hormone as 46,000.

Much work has been done in establishing the composition of HGH, the amino-acid structure of which is described by Li and Liu (1964). Despite fulfilling many of the physico-chemical criteria of a pure substance, HGH when submitted to starch gel electrophoresis gave rise to four distinct lines (Ferguson and Wallace, 1961; Barrett, Friesen and Astwood, 1962). After elution, the material composing these fractions was shown to have the usual metabolic effects of growth hormone when tested in the rat (Ferguson and Wallace, 1961) and in the hypophysectomised subject (Laron, Assa and Menache, 1963). Starch-gel electrophoresis has also demonstrated the close similarity in the lines obtained from HGH, and those obtained from preparations of prolactin extracted from sheep and human pituitaries (Ferguson and Wallace, 1961; Barrett and others, 1962). It is, therefore, of particular interest that the purest preparations of HGH have been shown to have lactogenic activity when assayed biologically (Chadwick, Folley and Gemzell, 1961), and conversely sheep prolactin has been shown to have growth-hormone-like activity in rats (Reisfeld, Tong, Rickes and Brink, 1961) and to cause nitrogen retention in man (Bergenstal and Lipsett, 1958).

The Effects of Human Growth Hormone in Man

In 1956, Knobil, Wolf and Green showed that monkey growth hormone was effective in monkeys, and the following year Beck, McGarry, Dyrenfurth and Venning (1957) demonstrated that preparations of monkey and HGH were effective in man. Since then these observations have been repeatedly confirmed, and a number of papers have described the effects of HGH in man (Beck, McGarry, Dyrenfurth and Venning, 1958; Ikkos, Luft and Gemzell, 1959; Clinical Endocrinology Committee of the MRC, 1959; Henneman, Forbes, Moldawer, Dempsey and Carroll, 1960).

The majority of the reports have stated that hypopituitary subjects are more sensitive to the action of HGH than are subjects with a normal endogenous HGH production. A rise of plasma NEFA levels is among the earliest changes after an injection of HGH (Raben and Hollenberg, 1959), the levels rising two- to three-fold above the control levels; a rise of plasma and urine ketones also occurs soon after the administration of HGH. Nitrogen retention is a prominent effect, and the blood urea and urine nitrogen are lowered within 24 hours, the effect of a single injection on urinary nitrogen lasting for approximately ten days. There is a considerable retention of sodium with expansion of the extracellular space; an increased urinary excretion of aldosterone was found by Beck and others (1958) which might have been responsible for this sodium retention. However, others have not found a consistent rise in urinary aldosterone, and the sodium retention occurred in an adrenalectomised patient (Biglieri, Watlington and Forsham, 1961), where it must have been independent of aldosterone secretion. The potassium balance is also positive, even when allowance is made for the retention associated with the laying down of tissue. A surprising feature of the effect of HGH is the production of a marked hypercalcuria; the intestinal absorption of calcium is usually increased and the overall calcium balance is variable, depending on which of these two effects is the greater. The Clinical Endocrinology Committee of the MRC (1959) have suggested that the increase in urinary calcium may be an over-dosage
effect of HGH, as doses which produce no further increase in nitrogen retention, showed increased hypercalcuria.

The effects of HGH on carbohydrate metabolism in man have also been closely studied. The early reports of Beck and others (1958) and Ikkos and others (1959) showed that the administration of HGH to hypopituitary subjects can produce diminished carbohydrate tolerance, as measured by oral or intravenous glucose tolerance tests. When large doses of HGH were given to two non-diabetic women who had been hypophysectomised for disseminated breast cancer, fasting hyperglycaemia and glycosuria occurred (Ikkos and Luft, 1960). When the HGH injections finished, the carbohydrate tolerance returned to normal. It thus appeared that a state of "idiohypophyseal diabetes" comparable with that found in animals had been produced, and it was interesting that, as was found in animals, a marked positive nitrogen balance occurred despite the development of the diabetic state. Diabetic patients are more sensitive to the "diabetogenic" effect of HGH. Three insulin-requiring diabetics who had been hypophysectomised for the treatment of diabetic retinopathy, were given HGH by Luft, Ikkos, Gemzell and Olivecrona (1959); they all showed a pronounced deterioration in their diabetic control with hyperglycaemia, ketonuria and acidosis. In two, the HGH injections had to be stopped after 36 hours. The third patient continued with HGH for 8 days, and, during this time, no appreciable nitrogen retention was noted, again providing a comparison with the animal studies already mentioned, which indicated that increased insulin secretion was necessary for the nitrogen-retaining effect of growth hormone. Administration of HGH has also been found to be accompanied by an immediate and short-lived period of hyperglycaemia (Zahnd, Steinke and Renold, 1960), during which no rise of insulin-like activity in the blood was found, and must have presumably reflected a direct action of HGH. Rabinowitz and Zierler (1962, 1963) have done some interesting experiments in which the metabolism of the forearm was studied by cannulating the brachial artery and the superficial and deep veins of the forearm, (venous samples from the deep vein drain predominantly muscle tissue, and those from the superficial vein mainly adipose tissue). They found that intra-arterial insulin stimulated the uptake of glucose by muscle and adipose tissue and inhibited the release of NEFA from adipose tissue. HGH stimulated the release of NEFA from adipose tissue and stimulated their uptake by muscle tissue; it also inhibited glucose uptake. When both hormones were given together, or when insulin was given to acromegalic subjects, the effect of insulin on glucose uptake was no longer present, though its effect in inhibiting the release of NEFA was unchanged. This evidence, together with evidence obtained from assays of insulin and assays of HGH in plasma (Roth, Glick, Yalow and Berson, 1963a), led them to suggest three phases of hormonal release action after the intake of food. The first one, immediately after the meal, is dominated by the effect of insulin and encourages the storage of carbohydrate and fat, the next phase in which both insulin and HGH are effective encourages protein synthesis, and the third "remote post-absorptive" phase in which HGH is dominant, results in fat mobilisation.

The Assay of Growth Hormone in Human Serum

Early methods for the assay of growth hormone have depended upon its biological effects. Thus, satisfactory assays have been performed measuring the weight gain of intact or hypophysectomised rats, and the width of the tibial epiphyseal cartilage of hypophysectomised rats (Geschwind and Li, 1955). When applied to the measurement of HGH in serum these methods have proved inadequate owing to their lack of sensitivity. Gemzell (1959), however, developed a technique for the extraction of growth hormone from plasma, and, applying this to the tibial epiphysis method, he was able to detect growth hormone-like activity in acromegalic subjects, extracts from normal subjects being inactive. Salmon and Daughaday (1957) reported a method for the assay of a "sulphation factor" which stimulated the uptake of radioactive sulphate by costal cartilage from hypophysectomised rats. This "sulphation factor" paralleled the expected levels of growth hormone in blood, but could not have been growth hormone itself as this was found to be inactive in vitro. The assay of the "sulphation factor" has been developed, in particular, by Almqvist, who has used it widely in studying hypopituitary subjects and acromegalic subjects before and after treatment (Almqvist, 1961, Almqvist, Ikkos and Luft, 1961).

Read (1960) developed an immuno-assay for HGH which depended on the "haemagglutination-inhibition" technique, in which prepared red blood cells were coated with HGH and agglutinated by an antibody prepared to HGH.
in a rabbit; this agglutination could then be inhibited by solutions containing HGH. The assay is a sensitive one, but unfortunately is affected by factors in serum, probably plasma protein, which interfere with the hemagglutination (Fraser and Hartog, 1962). The technique has been further elaborated by Domínguez and Pearson (1962) who have used an extraction procedure to remove these interfering substances, and find it to be sensitive and reliable. The methods which are likely to become the most widely adopted are immuno-assays depending on the use of radioactive-labelled HGH. When labelled HGH is exposed to an antibody to HGH some of it becomes bound to the antibody, and the amount of this binding is affected by the amount of unlabelled HGH in the system.

Hunter and Greenwood (1962) have devised a method for the production of 131I-labelled HGH of high specific activity. The different methods which have been developed depend upon different ways of separating the free and the bound HGH (Hunter and Greenwood, 1964a; Glick, Roth, Yalow and Berson, 1963; Utiger, Parker and Daughaday, 1962).

Using these methods most interesting results have been obtained, which have already clarified some of the factors which affect growth hormone secretion. Roth, Glick, Yalow and Berson (1963 a and b) found that the level of serum HGH was raised by fasting, hypoglycaemia and exercise. It would seem that the serum HGH rises whenever the supply of glucose to the cells is diminished, and perhaps when their glucose requirement increases. The existing methods of assay are not sensitive enough to permit the detection of subnormal values of HGH, but the absence of a rise in serum HGH following the production of hypoglycaemia by insulin or tolbutamide, is likely to be useful in detecting deficient secretion of HGH (Hunter and Greenwood, 1964b).

Pathological Rôles of HGH

The most obvious rôles of HGH in disease in man are in states of dwarfism and overgrowth. Dwarfism is a marked feature of hypopituitarism, though such dwarfism does not usually manifest itself until 1-4 years of age (Martin and Wilkins, 1958). The extent to which growth hormone deficiency is responsible for other conditions of dwarfism, in which pituitary function appears otherwise normal, remains uncertain, though it is hoped that the new methods of assay of HGH will help to clarify them. The so-called primordial or constitutional dwarf would seem unlikely to be the result of growth-hormone deficiency. These children characteristically show retarded growth from birth onwards, and they have failed to show any nitrogen retention following injections of HGH (Lipsett, Bergenstal and Dhyse, 1961), which raised the possibility of their dwarfism being due to a lack of responsiveness to a normal endogenous production of HGH. Nadler, Neumann and Gershberg (1963) have reported the case of an infant who was severely dwarfed, and who was persistently hypoglycaemic. Tests of thyroid and adrenal function were normal, but the "sulphation factor" in his serum was low. He was given HGH to which he made a dramatic response both in terms of his growth and his carbohydrate metabolism. Nadler and others have suggested that this infant was suffering from an isolated growth hormone deficiency. With regard to conditions of acromegaly and gigantism, it is to be hoped that the methods of assay of HGH now available should make the assessment of activity of these conditions simpler than it has been to date.

Other pathological conditions in which HGH might be speculated to play some part are the hormone-dependent cancers and diabetes mellitus. Atkins, Falconer, Hayward, MacLean, Schurr and Armitage (1960) showed that hypophysectomy had a slight but significant advantage over adrenalectomy in the treatment of breast carcinomatosis, and it is possible that the factor, the removal of which makes this difference, is HGH. Direct evidence that HGH plays a part in hormone-dependent cancers is difficult to acquire. Pearson and Ray (1959) gave HGH to five women suffering from disseminated cancer of the breast, two of whom complained of bone pain after the injections. However, using the urinary excretion of calcium as a criterion, Lipsett and Bergenstal (1960) were unable to find any effect of HGH.

The occurrence of permanent diabetes in experimental animals following treatment with growth hormone has raised the possibility that HGH may be implicated in the etiology of diabetes mellitus in man. The incidence of diabetes in acromegaly is known to be raised, and was 17 per cent in Coggeshall and Root's series (1940); this is presumably due to the chronic overproduction of HGH. Some degree of hereditary predisposition seems also to be necessary, as the acromegals with diabetes have been shown to have a stronger family history of diabetes than do those without diabetes (Coggeshall and Root, 1940). The incidence of big babies among diabetic and pre-
diabetic mothers has been thought to be possibly due to overproduction of HGH. However Jackson (1954) studied 33 babies from 11 acromegalic mothers and found that their birth weights were not as high as those of pre-diabetic mothers. Barns and Sawyer (1952) injected pregnant rats with anterior pituitary extracts and growth hormone, and were unable to find any unequivocal evidence of an increase in fetal weight under the influence of growth hormone. White (1959) has measured diabetic children within three months of the onset of their symptoms, and found that they exceeded the expected height for their age by about one year. This again invites speculation as to whether growth hormone may be involved.

Luft, Olivecrona, Sjogren, Ikkos and Ljunggren (1954) reported encouraging results after hypophysectomy for the treatment of severe diabetic complications, and Poulsen (1953) noticed the regression of diabetic retinopathy in a patient who spontaneously developed Simmond’s disease. Since these reports, the destruction or removal of the pituitary has been performed in several centres as a treatment of diabetic retinopathy (e.g., Hernberg, Bjorkesten and Vannas, 1959; Field, Hall, Contreras and Sweet, 1961; Joplin, Hill, Scott and Fraser, 1962), with improvement in some of the features of the retinopathy. Whether the removal of the source of HGH is the mechanism of this effect is entirely unknown.
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